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Abstract
Kernel-bypass networking, which allows applications to circumvent the kernel and interface directly with NIC hardware,
is one of the main tools for improving application network
performance. However, allowing applications to circumvent
the kernel makes it impossible to use tools (e.g., tcpdump) or
impose policies (e.g., QoS and filters) that need to interpose
on traffic sent by different applications running on a host.
This makes maintainability and manageability a challenge
for kernel-bypass applications. In response, we propose Kernel
On-Path Interposition (KOPI), in which traditional kernel dataplane functionality is retained but implemented in a fully programmable SmartNIC. We hypothesize that KOPI can support
the same tools and policies as the kernel stack while retaining
the performance benefits of kernel bypass.
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Introduction

Network throughput and latency dictates the performance
of many applications including web servers, big data engines,
and deep learning frameworks. While network line rates are
growing rapidly, the OS software stack has emerged as a bottleneck when accessing the network. Consequently, kernelbypass architectures are gaining popularity as a means
to ‘speed up’ network access [12, 21, 38, 56]. This move
to kernel-bypass architectures is not limited to the network interfaces alone, and other I/O devices, such as disks,
have moved in the same direction for much the same reason [9, 21, 27, 47]. The key idea behind kernel bypass is to
allow applications to interface directly with I/O devices and
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hence avoid the overheads of context switching and copying
data between the kernel and applications [7, 25, 38]. Kernel
bypass designs are quickly becoming the de rigeur approach
to designing high throughput, low-latency networked systems [14, 22, 36, 40].
Unfortunately, kernel bypass architectures have brought a
maintenance and manageability nightmare for administrators.
For example, system admins are accustomed to setting security and QoS policies like, ‘only application A can send
packets on port 22’ or ‘application A has priority access to the
network over application B’; when applications are given raw
I/O access the administrator can no longer enforce such policies. Similarly, developers are used to debugging networked
applications by inspecting traffic traces intercepted in the
kernel using tcpdump; a kernel-bypass approach means that
interception can only be performed within the application
(which is not very helpful when the question at hand is which
application is acting up or misbehaving in the first place). In
the absence of mechanisms to enforce these policies administrators must rely on ad-hoc and kludgy solutions (such as
deploying one virtual machine per application) which have
high costs, additional performance overheads, and management complexity.
The root problem is that kernel bypass implies that no
single, privileged component has global visibility into network traffic and source applications. Enforcing policies like
the QoS example above or providing administrative tools
like tcpdump traditionally involve OS interposition on the
dataplane, but current approaches to interposition entail
undesirable performance overheads.
These overheads result, broadly, from the need for data
movement between the application, interposition layer, and
the NIC itself. Virtual movement occurs when network traffic
must traverse an isolation boundary on the same core, e.g.,
moving from userspace to the kernel in the OS stack, which
introduces well-known overheads [25, 38, 46]. A few recent
proposals such as IX [3] and Snap [32] replace this virtual
movement with physical movement, placing a dataplane interposition layer on a dedicated, independent processor core
and routing traffic through this secondary core. Unfortunately, physical movement also induces overheads due to
coherence traffic or copies [11, 37]. The core performance
benefits of kernel bypass stem from reducing data movement

